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Abstract. Thermal Diagnostics experiments to be carried out on board LISA Pathfinder
(LPF) will yield a detailed characterisation of how temperature fluctuations affect the LTP
(LISA Technology Package) instrument performance, a crucial information for future space
based gravitational wave detectors as the proposed eLISA. Amongst them, the study of
temperature gradient fluctuations around the test masses of the Inertial Sensors will provide as
well information regarding the contribution of the Brownian noise, which is expected to limit
the LTP sensitivity at frequencies close to 1mHz during some LTP experiments. In this paper
we report on how these kind of Thermal Diagnostics experiments were simulated in the last LPF
Simulation Campaign (November, 2013) involving all the LPF Data Analysis team and using an
end-to-end simulator of the whole spacecraft. Such simulation campaign was conducted under
the framework of the preparation for LPF operations.
1. Introduction
LISA Pathfinder (LPF) [1] is a shared ESA/NASA mission to demonstrate the technology for
future space-basedspace-based gravitational wave observatories, to be launched along the second
half of 2015. LPF aims to prove the feasibility of space-borne gravitational wave observatories,
such as eLISA [2], by measuring a residual differential acceleration between free-falling test
masses below 3 × 10−14ms−2Hz−1/2 at 1mHz. The main instrument on board is the LISA
Technology Package (LTP), which includes essentially the two Inertial Sensors with the test
masses [4] and the Optical Measurement System [3] that provides the high precision relative
distance measurements between the test masses.
The acceleration sensitivity of the LTP along its bandwidth of measurement (1− 30mHz) is
limited at the low edge of the band by actuation noise while, at high frequencies the readout
noise sets the limit. Other noise sources like magnetic field fluctuations, test mass random
charging or temperature noise have a smaller impact to the sensitivity, but still the LTP needs
to be equipped with a diagnostics subsystem to measure and characterise their contribution [5].
In order to characterise those thermal related effects that can have an impact in the
instrument sensitivity, the LTP counts with a series of (a) thermistors to provide high precision
measurements of temperature fluctuations and (b) heaters to apply controlled heat signals to the
system. Specific temperature experiments will be carried out on board in order to characterise
the temperature noise perturbations on the LTP performance.
Amongst the different kind of thermal perturbations [6], the LTP is specially sensitive to
residual temperature gradient fluctuations on the Electrode Housings (EH) of the Inertial
Sensors –the structures that host the test masses (TM) and support the layout of electrodes
for electrostatic sensing and actuation. Asymmetric temperature distributions on these parts
induce forces and torques on the test masses through three different thermal effects:
(i) The radiometer effect, significant in rarefied environments where the particles have a
mean free path longer than the cavity dimensions.
(ii) The radiation pressure, as a consequence of the radiation emitted by a surface, following
the Stefan-Boltzmann Law.
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(iii) The temperature-dependent flow of particles emitted by a surface, inducing the asymmetric
outgassing effect.
Their contribution to the LTP performance has been investigated by means of torsion
pendulums [7] and will be measured in-flight through a dedicated thermal experiment. In order
to assist the design of the experiment, a State-Space Model (SSM) of the thermal-induced forces
and torques has been developed [8, 9] and, in a recent LPF simulation campaign we had the
opportunity to test both the experiment simulator and the data analysis tools by integrating it
to a global satellite simulator.
In this paper we report the results of such a simulation in the following way: the models for
the thermal effects are presented in Section 2, the thermal experiment is described in Section 3,
the simulation campaign in Section 4 and the analysis in presented in Section 5. The final
discussion is found in Section 6.
2. Thermal effects model
The model implemented is based on the linearised expressions for the different thermal effects
showed in Table 1. Each Fij is the force on a surface j by the presence of another surface i
at a different temperature. Kij are the coefficients with information on the geometry, visibility
conditions and constants. The ∆Tij and T0 terms represent the temperature difference between
surfaces and the absolute temperature respectively, while p is the system pressure. ΘOG is the
activation temperature for the outgassing effect. More details of the model can be found in [8].
Table 1. Simplified expressions of the thermal effects [8].
Radiometer effect (RM) F ijRM = K
RM
ij p T
−1
0
∆Tij
Radiation pressure (RP) F ijRP = K
RP
ij T
3
0 ∆Tij
Outgassing effect (OG) F ijOG = K
OG
ij T
−2
0
e−ΘOG T
−1
0 ∆Tij
The system surfaces are discretised in order to allow the calculation of net forces and torques
on all the TM axis by computing the different node-to-node contributions. The different
coefficients Kij , ΘOG and p are considered constant parameters while ∆Tij and T0 are simulated
by means of a thermal model of the spacecraft.
3. The Electrode Housing thermal experiment
The purpose of the experiments is double: first, to determine the thermal coupling of the
temperature gradient fluctuations with the interferometer readouts and, secondly, to disentangle
the contribution of the different thermal effects. The relevance of the latter is due to the
dependence of the radiometer effect on the pressure, that may allow to estimate the contribution
of Brownian noise [10], a pressure-dependent effect expected to be the first noise contributor at
the lower edge of the bandwidth –close to 1mHz– after the actuation noise.
By applying alternate sequences of pulses to Heaters 1 and 2 –see Figure 1– a temperature
gradient signal is induced on the x axis. Such a signal is measured by combining the readouts
of the different thermistors on the EH walls, as:
∆Tx =
T3 + T4 − T1 − T2
2
(1)
The thermal coupling coefficient on the X axis is then defined as
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αx =
d∆Fx
d∆Tx
(2)
where the Fx is the x component of the force applied to the test mass. Since the different thermal
effects have a different dependence on the absolute temperature, αx(T ) can be used as figure
of merit to disentangle the different effects described above. This discrimination is achieved by
repeating the same alternate heating sequence at different absolute temperatures.
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Figure 1. Left: Layout of temperature sensors (T1-T4) and heaters (H1, H2) on one of the EH.
Right: Signals applied to H1 and H2 during the thermal experiment.
4. Simulation campaign
The 4th LPF Simulation Campaign took place in ESAC 1 on November 2013 and lasted for eight
days, involving the whole LPF data analysis team. Every day, the telemetry corresponding to the
experiments simulated the previous day was received and post-processed and a different group
of data analysts was responsible of the analysis. The signal applied to the EH during one day of
the campaign consists of the repetition of a same pattern at four different absolute temperature
levels, quickly achieved by applying constant voltages to the heaters. At each temperature level,
series of pulses of 500 s are applied alternatively to H1 and H2, resulting in a 1mHz modulated
temperature gradient signal along the x axis. For linearity checks, two different modulation
amplitudes are applied at each temperature level –see Figure 1.
5. Analysis
The data analysis presented here has been carried out by means of the LTP Data Analysis
toolbox, which is a dedicated MATLAB toolbox developed by the LTP scientific community to
provide a common working framework during operations [11].
The relevant data for the experiment is presented in Figure 2. A final increment of
temperature of 2.5 K is achieved, with the modulation patterns keeping close to stable
temperatures. The interferometer response, as expected, is sensitive to the injection only on
its differential channel x12, which measures the relative distance between TMs. The control
loop that regulates the spacecraft position with respect to the primary TM (x1) has a high gain
at 1 mHz, practically impeding the sensitivity of x1 to the heat injections, while the control loop
on x12 actuates on the x axis of the secondary TM with very low gain in the same band.
The temperature gradient signal shows an oscillating pattern with peak-to-peak amplitude
levels of 100 and 200 mK as a consequence of the two different modulation amplitudes applied
–see Figure 2. The thermal-induced force on the TM is recovered from the telemetry and, as
1 ESAC: European Space and Astronomy Centre, Villanueva de la Can˜ada, Madrid, Spain
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Figure 2. Top left: Temperature sensors readouts. Lower-left plot: IFO measurements x1 and
x12. Top right: Temperature gradient on x axis. Lower-right plot: force induced to the TM.
expected, presents the same shape than the temperature gradient signal induced. A delay of
about 52 s between the temperature gradient and the force is attributed to intrinsic delays in
the thermal model, since the surface nodes used to model the forces are in average geometrically
further from the heaters than the thermistors used to measure the temperature gradient.
5.1. Thermal coefficients
The thermal coefficients are obtained by demodulating and dividing the temperature gradient
and the force signals. Table 2 show the individual values for each temperature modulation.
Table 2. Thermal coefficients estimated for the different temperature modulations. A1 and A2
correspond to the small and large modulation amplitudes respectively.
Temperature [K] αx,A1 [pN/K] Error [pN/K] αx,A2 [pN/K] Error [pN/K]
293.48 54.4 0.5 54.4 0.4
294.14 57.8 0.7 57.7 0.6
294.92 62.9 0.7 62.9 0.5
295.50 67.9 0.9 67.9 0.7
The final temperature coefficients are obtained by averaging the values at each temperature
level –see Figure 3. The increment with the absolute temperature –much higher than ∝ T 3–
points to an outgassing-dominated scenario. Despite such variation, the reduced increment of
absolute temperature available (around 2K between modulation points) limits the identification
of the radiometer effect contribution, leaving only the option to set an upper limit of
7.4 × 10−15 m s−2 Hz−1/2 to the Brownian effect, by considering the worse case of a totally
radiometer-dominated environment at the lowest temperature.
5.2. Noise projection to interferometer
In addition to the previous analysis, transfer functions between the temperature gradient and
the force can be calculated providing a tool to project the temperature noise to x12 equivalent
acceleration noise. Figure 3 shows this projection during a specific noise measurement with no
thermal injections, showing that the temperature noise to the acceleration sensitivity is kept
about a factor 30 below the actual noise level.
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Figure 3. Left: Thermal coefficients (αx) vs. absolute temperature, The comparison of the
curve against the third power of the temperature –an eventual dominating radiation pressure
contribution at the lowest temperature– suggests an outgassing-dominated scenario. Right:
Temperature noise projection on an acceleration noise measurement, where the temperature
contribution keeps about a factor 30 below the noise level. For f > 0.02mHz the projection is
no longer significant since the readout noise of the thermistors is dominant in this band.
6. Discussion
The Electrode Housing thermal experiments to be carried out on board LISA Pathfinder have
been simulated and analysed in a dedicated campaign, combining a global spacecraft simulator
together with a SSM simulator of the thermal effects. Results show how the current procedure
allows to estimate the thermal coefficients with enough precision in an outgassing-dominated
environment, but the absolute temperature range is too small to identify the individual
contribution of each thermal effect under these circumstances. Even though, an upper limit
to the Brownian noise has been obtained from this experiment.
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